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Clifton, NJ | December 23, 2020 10:02 AM Eastern Standard Time
Comodo, the world’s leader of next-generation cybersecurity announced a partnership
with BluGrass Technologies. Together Comodo and BluGrass will bring Comodo’s
cybersecurity solutions, including the Dragon platform with advanced endpoint protection
(AEP), SOC-as-a-Platform (SOCaaP™), Managed Detection and Response (MDR), mobile
device management (MDM), Secure Internet Gateway (SIG), and Secure Email Gateway
(SEG) to the Middle East marketplace.
“We needed a comprehensive cybersecurity and endpoint management solution—one that
would enable our customers to protect and manage their endpoints, internet connections,
email, network, and infrastructure, and also monitor the complete security operations
through a SOC, with integrated SIEM—all from a single vendor,” said Tony Alam, CEO of
BluGrass Technologies. He continued, “We selected Comodo over other cybersecurity
providers because it delivers a suite of protection that is both lightweight and scalable and
provides a multi-layered defense. We can now offer customers one security solution for
endpoints and infrastructure— both on-premises and in the cloud, with easy integrations,
and at an affordable price.”
Comodo’s Dragon platform with AEP is a complete cloud-native framework that delivers a
zero-trust architecture to protect and defend endpoints. Its patent-pending auto
containment technology has active breach protection that neutralizes ransomware,
malware, and cyber-attacks. The auto containment runs an unknown executable in a
kernel API virtualized mode, thereby offering attack surface reduction (ASR) which
neutralizes ransomware attacks. Comodo’s Valkyrie is a file verdict system that analyzes
and gives a trusted verdict for 100% of files on the network.
Tony said, “Comodo’s Dragon platform with AEP provides a multi-layered defense that
allows unfettered access to all known good files, denies access to any known malicious
files, and automatically contains files found to be unknown. As a result, we are seeing
much fewer security incidents.”
Comodo’s MDR is a 24/7 Security Operations Center delivered as a Service (SOCaaS). It
provides a team of security researchers that extends a company’s IT team to safeguard IT
systems and infrastructure. Using Comodo SIEM and endpoint management technologies
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along with threat intelligence from the Comodo Threat Lab, our security experts hunt for
vulnerabilities, continuously monitoring IT systems for indications of compromise, and
contain advanced threats.
Comodo’s SOCaaP is the world’s first and only complete, next-gen SOC-as-a-platform
offering, which includes people, process, and technology. It offers full white-label
capability that makes it easy to add managed security services to a portfolio.
Alan Knepfer, President and Chief Revenue Office at Comodo said, “This partnership
empowers BluGrass Technologies to offer the only cybersecurity that stops undetectable
threats to the Middle East marketplace. Their customers now have access to a
comprehensive cybersecurity suite that neutralizes zero-day threats that AI, ML, and other
technologies miss.”
About BluGrass Technologies
Founded in 2016, BluGrass Technologies (BGT) is an IT managed services provider with a
permanent presence in 5 Middle Eastern countries. BGT’s mission is to address clients’
concerns as regards to the business disruptions due to fast technology changes; fear of
cyberattacks and scarcity of IT resources.
BGT “AIME” methodology is proven with many clients and the services are reinforced by
proficient experts; quality of work; supreme products; visible cost-saving and upsurge in IT
efficiency.
BGT offers a wide range of applications and infrastructure management services delivered
by highly qualified consultants, project managers, and engineers. BGT is backed up by a
channel network consisting of 50 technology partners, 60 skilled service providers, and
access to over 200 IT resources; this strong network empowers BGT to serve its clients
diligently; frequently beyond clients’ expectations. For more information, visit
https://www.blugrass.co Media contact: info@blugrass.co
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About Comodo
Comodo is the world’s leader of next-generation open source cybersecurity, with the
industry’s most disruptive innovations.
We help customers stop breaches with groundbreaking auto containment technology that
neutralizes ransomware, malware and cyber-attacks. Our complete cloud-native
framework delivers a zero-trust architecture with active breach protection for the most
comprehensive defense against zero-day threats. Comodo’s cybersecurity products
maximize intelligent sharing between every component of the platform, therefore
providing superior security. We are the only company that analyzes and gives a trusted
verdict for 100% of files on a network.
Comodo leverages innovation to celebrate and support the cybersecurity community by
offering the very first open source endpoint detection and response (EDR). We believe that
an open source model using community-powered collaboration will ensure that every
organization has access to the industry’s most sophisticated EDR.
Headquartered in Clifton NJ, Comodo’s global development team and threat intelligence
laboratories deliver innovative, category leading, security solutions for thousands of
companies’ endpoints, network boundaries, and internal networks. For more information
visit https://www.comodo.com/
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